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Franchisemeets.com is the only
Japanese and English bilingual franchise
match making website and were
surprised to be named and quoted by the
Malaysian Prime Minister in his keynote
address to the Malaysian Franchise show
(FIM) 13th June 2015. 

The growth of the Asian market and the
associated newly affluent has created
exciting market opportunities for
franchise brands.  FranchiseMeets
supports these companies through their
website service. The CEO of Dai

Corporation said “We are extremely humbled to be mentioned in the keynote address and excited by
the opportunity for Asia companies looking to expand their presence and for other regions looking into
Asia. We hope brands take advantage of this time and the potential the market has to offer their
businesses”.
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Kinowaki San

Franchisemeets is a new service from Dai Corporation but
already has a strong Asia partner network and well respected
clients. They are presently seeking to expand their network to
improve the level of service offered to franchises and create
value for their partners and clients.
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coverage:
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